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Trap states close to the interfaces in thin films of porous low-k dielectric materials are expected
to affect interfacial barriers with contacts and consequently electrical leakage and reliability in
these materials. These interfacial traps were investigated using capacitance and conductance
measurements in metal/insulator/silicon capacitor structures composed of carbon-doped oxide
low-k dielectric films with gold counterelectrodes. The measurements yielded information on the
charge state of the low-k dielectric and an estimated density of traps near the Si interface of
2�1011 cm−2 eV−1, considerably greater than in typical SiO2 films. The effects of temperature and
annealing were also investigated. An activation energy of 0.36�0.04 eV for trap filling and
emptying was inferred. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2990648�

Electron trap states within low-k dielectric �LKD� films
play a significant role in electrical leakage and time-
dependent dielectric breakdown in these materials.1 An im-
portant conduction mechanism within these LKD films in-
volves charge hopping from trap states, as described, for
example, by the Poole–Frenkel model.2,3 Thus, the properties
of the trap states are closely related to the overall reliability
of LKDs, a central problem for many industrial applications
of these insulating films.3,4 In particular, trapped charge at
interfaces is important in charge transport since it may
change the barrier height and provide a low-energy conduc-
tion pathway.5

In the present investigation, we characterize trap states
within the LKD films by means of impedance measurements.
Impedance spectroscopy of metal-insulator-semiconductor
�MIS� structures provides a wealth of information about
charge trapping processes in both the bulk of the insulator
and the trapping properties of the Si/insulator interface.6,7

The semiconductor �silicon� surface potential provides a
monitor of charging and trapping in the adjoining insulator.
The interface states are characterized using frequency-
dependent ac conductance G���. From the magnitude and
frequency dependence of G��� we can identify both the con-
centration of trap states and the dynamics of their filling and
emptying.8,9 The present investigations complement our ear-
lier studies10 of charge transport in LKD materials using in-
ternal photoemission spectroscopy. In addition to identifica-
tion of barrier heights, this work provided information on
long-lived trap states presumed to consist of deep levels
within the bulk of the film. Here application of impedance
spectroscopy permits us to probe the nature of the short-lived
states that are characteristic of interfacial trapping.11

The LKD films investigated in this study were porous
carbon-doped oxide films, sometimes designated as porous
SiCOH films, with a relative dielectric constant of k=2.4.
The materials, of production quality, were obtained from in-
dustrial sources as blanket films �see acknowledgments�. The
films were deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor

deposition on p-type silicon �100� wafers with resistivities
of 1–10 � cm. Information about the precursors,12–14 the
conditions of deposition,15,16 and the structure of the final
films17,18 �as used in integrated circuits� has been reported
elsewhere. The surface of the silicon wafers on which the
films were deposited was typically covered by a native oxide
layer of less than 1 nm thickness. This oxide layer may be
important for the interfacial states, as it provides dangling Si
bonds similar to those of other Si /SiO2 interfaces. As in
Si /SiO2, the high-defect transition region is not expected to
be abrupt and is likely to extend 3–4 nm into the LKD.9 The
measurements reported in this paper were performed on 130
nm thick LKD films with a thermally deposited thin Au elec-
trode. Gold is used as a counterelectrode because it forms a
sharp interface, with little interdiffusion, with the LKD films.
The gold electrodes, approximately 25 nm in thickness, had
areas of 0.05 and 0.006 cm2.

Impedance measurements as a function of bias voltage
and frequency were performed with a standard impedance
analyzer �HP 4194�. Our measurements could be performed
at temperatures from 0 to 200 °C with control of the sample
ambient conditions. Measurements characterized the
frequency-dependent impedance Z��� of the structure, where
� denotes the angular frequency. Both the real and the imagi-
nary parts of Z��� provide information about traps. Below
we describe this impedance in terms of the equivalent nor-
malized conductance G��� /�=1 / �� Re�Z�����, which is
proportional to the power dissipated per cycle, and the ca-
pacitance C���=1 / ���Im�Z������. The frequency depen-
dence of these quantities is of particular interest for extract-
ing information about the trap states. For a depleted Si
surface, only the capacitance and conductance associated
with quickly responding traps exhibit variation with fre-
quency. In capacitance measurements, the experimentally de-
termined system capacitance includes contributions from the
oxide layer �Cox� and the depletion layer �Cd� as well as from
the interface traps �Cit�. Conductance measurements access
information about the traps more directly. If we consider the
capacitance from the oxide and depletion to have small
losses, then measured conductance under depletion arisesa�Electronic mail: tony.heinz@columbia.edu.
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only from the contribution of the interfacial trap states �Git�.
9

The frequency-dependent response of our test structures,
presented as capacitance C and normalized conductance
G /� �per unit area�, is shown in Fig. 1. The measurements
were performed at a dc bias of 0 V. For this bias, the MIS
structures are in depletion, as can be seen from the voltage
dependence of the overall capacitance �inset of Fig. 1�. Mea-
surements performed in this regime can be readily analyzed
since minority-carrier effects can be neglected.9 The peak in
G /� corresponds to a maximum in the loss for application of
a voltage at a frequency comparable to that of trap filling and
emptying. More precisely, within the model proposed by
Nicollian and Brews,9 a peak in G /� will appear at a fre-
quency of �=1.98 /�. Here � is the interface trap time con-
stant for majority carriers, defined in the circuit model as
Cit /Git. The model assumes that the interface states are uni-
formly distributed in energy within the band gap and are all
characterized by the same time constant. At the normalized
conductance peak, the density of interfacial states Dit �per
unit area, per unit energy� can be inferred from the relation
G /�=0.4eDit, also derived by Nicollian and Brews.9 Here e
is the electronic charge and the quantity G /� is evaluated at
the frequency where it reaches its maximum. Applying this
relation to the data in Fig. 1, we deduce a trap density of
2�1011 cm−2 eV−1 with a trap time constant of �=20 �s.
This rate of filling and emptying is a strong indication that
we are detecting trap states at or near the interface, as bulk
traps tend to respond more slowly.10,19

In Si /SiO2 systems, the interfacial traps are known to
arise principally from dangling bonds at the interface.20

These traps can be altered by annealing the sample in form-
ing gas �FG�, which lowers the density of interfacial states
by saturating the dangling bonds.21 As a comparative study,
we examined the results of annealing our LKD samples in
various gases. Figure 2 shows conductance data for samples
in the as-received state and after annealing at 350 °C for 20
min in He, N2, and FG. The annealing was performed before
deposition of the Au electrodes. The observed decrease in the
peak height under all annealing conditions indicates a reduc-
tion in the density of interface states. The calculated interfa-
cial trap density Dit for samples annealed in He and N2 was
found to be 8�1010 cm−2 eV−1, a reduction of about 30%

from the as-received sample. The sample annealed in FG
exhibited a still lower trap density of 7�1010 cm−2 eV−1.
Just as is the case in the Si /SiO2 interface, the trap density
can be decreased by annealing. These values are, however,
still appreciably higher than those obtained for good quality
SiO2 films, which typically exhibit an interfacial density of
1010 cm−2 eV−1.22 The inset of Fig. 2 shows that there is a
corresponding change in the flatband voltage upon anneal-
ing, indicating that the total charge has also been decreased.

Measurements at various temperatures were performed
on as-received samples to investigate the effect of tempera-
ture on both the interface trap state density and trapping rate
�−1. The frequency-dependent conductance data �Fig. 3�
show little change in peak height as a function of tempera-
ture. On the other hand, we see a large shift in the frequency
of the conductance peak. From the relation of �=1.98 /�
at the peak, we infer a significant increase in the trapping
rate with increasing temperature. As indicated in the inset
of Fig. 3, the temperature dependence of the trapping rate
can be fitted to a thermally activated form of �−1

=�0
−1 exp�−EA /kT� with an activation energy of EA

=0.36�0.04 eV. This energy corresponds to the barrier for
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Measured capacitance �C, black crosses� and normal-
ized conductance �G /�, red circles� per unit area as a function of frequency
� for LKD structure in the as-received condition. The sample was held at
room temperature with a dc bias of 0 V. Inset: C-V curves at room tempera-
ture �solid black� and 100 °C �dashed blue�, indicating that the MIS struc-
ture is in depletion at 0 V bias. The oxide capacitance is Cox=24 pF cm−2.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Normalized conductance G /� as a function of the
frequency � �logarithmic scale� for LKD samples in the as-received form
and subjected to annealing at 350 °C for 20 min in an ambient of the
indicated gas. The reduced peak height implies a decreased interfacial state
density. Inset: C-V curves for an as-received sample �black crosses� and the
sample annealed in FG �blue pluses�, showing a shift of approximately 2 V
in Vfb.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Normalized conductance G /� as a function of fre-
quency � �logarithmic scale� for as-received LKD films measured at differ-
ent temperatures. The shift in the peak frequency as a function of tempera-
ture implies a change in the time constant of the traps. Inset: log plot of
trapping rate 1 /��s−1� plotted against the reciprocal temperature 1 /kT�eV−1�.
An activation energy of 0.36 eV is inferred.
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populating and depopulating of trap states. This result is con-
sistent with trap distributions measured at the Si /SiO2
interface,23 where the majority of traps are approximately 0.3
eV from the intrinsic Fermi energy.

Although the inferred density of interface states Dit was
not significantly affected by temperature, there is a clear
change in the C-V behavior. This is indicated in the inset of
Fig. 1. As the temperature is increased, we observe a positive
shift in the flatband voltage Vfb. The shift for a temperature
of 100 °C compared with room temperature corresponds to
an increase in positive trapped charge of +1017 cm3 through-
out the bulk of the LKD film. This effect is much larger than
the ordinary thermal shift in Vfb

22 and is attributed to the
removal of water at higher temperatures. The porous state of
the films leads to moisture uptake,24,25 an effect not present
in conventional SiO2 films.

Our results for LKD films indicate the presence of a
significant density of interfacial states. Some of these states
are attributed to defects associated with excess silicon or
excess oxygen26 at or near the Si/LKD interface. This assign-
ment is supported by the observed reduction in the density of
traps in samples by annealing since such defects react with
hydrogen to become electrically neutral.23 The significant re-
maining density of interfacial traps after the annealing under
the current protocols suggests, however, that there are many
more impuritylike defects in Si/LKD than in Si /SiO2. This
difference presumably reflects the more complicated chemi-
cal composition of the LKD films, which may include carbon
and hydrogen impurities. We note that the annealing proce-
dures used in this work were not adjusted for LKD films.
Optimization of the anneal may further reduce the trap den-
sities both at the interface and in the bulk. This should, in
turn, provide a link to lower leakage current and improved
breakdown and reliability properties for the films.27
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